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How to get there ?
Air: Kandla And Bhuj airport has daily domestic flights to Mumbai.
Rail: There are direct trains between Bhuj-Ahmedabad, Mumbai Pune, Banglore, Nagercoil, Barailey.
Road: Bhuj is also well connected by road with rest of the country It is connected by a state highway upto
Bachau (85kms) and from Bachau to Ahmedabad by National Highway number 8A connecting Delhi and Mumbai

A

thithi Devo Bhava’ (The guest is God) has been
preached since ages in India. We at JP Resort puts
this belief in practice. The blends of traditional
and natural environment with contemporary facilities
to gratify your needs to ensure you have a pleasurable
experience of visiting Kutch. JP Resort gives a complete
personal space and peaceful time though being very near
to the town and on Bhuj – Lakhpat highway it is able to
cater guests touring Kutch and business personnel’s. The
garden and play area enhances the beauty of evening, an
ideal time to take your partner for a walk or have a fun
time with your family.
Traditional Outlook
JP Resort gives you an authentic traditional experience
with its amenities. The accommodation options consist
of Rooms and Traditional Bhungas. JP Resort offers
range of amenities like Banquet & Conference Hall.
Restaurant serves you traditional kutchi food and finest
choice of Chinese and Punjabi Food.
Guest Rooms
Designed to offer space, comfort and luxury; our
resort rooms have stylish interior design infused with a
warm ambiance. The ambiance of all the rooms have
been made to give a modernized look but in a very
traditional and systematic manner. The rooms are
well equipped with necessary amenities to make your
stay restful.
You can experience the rich heritage of kutch while
staying in traditional Bhungas. A unique experience of
the charm of staying in kachchhi mud huts - bhungas,
with mud walls, mud floor. The Bhungas are deigned to
bridge ethnicity with modern day needs. The bathrooms
are designed all in white with necessary modern day

facilities. We believe that be it rooms or baths, every
moment of your precious time spent there should
be relaxing.
Recreational Facilities
Fitness Center: ‘Health First’ keeping this in focus, JP
Resort not only offers a variety of delicious food it ensures
you are provided with a well equipped fitness center to
take care of your health. The fitness center comprises
of variety of equipments will help you to keep your body
in shape.
Play Area
A nice little well maintained play area for children
with swings and sliders will give a memorable time for
your children. Children would be able to enjoy safely
as the play area can be easily viewed from any part in
the resort.
Restaurant
JP Resort serves one of the best quality foods at its
restaurant. We specialize in Gujarati and Kutchi food,
for lunch and dinner we offer range of vegetables pulses,
Indian breads, and local sweets. The guests can also
choose from variety of Indian and Chinese food from
our Menu.
Seminars and Conference
A significant function space for both business and
celebration events; it can accommodate up to 100 guests.
It offers the possibility of organizing banquets and work
dinners. We are greatly pleased to help you with all your
planning requirements. Whether it is formal or informal
event, we set a pleasant atmosphere all around. To plan a
seminar, meeting or workshop our team plans everything
to the last detail.

Party Plot
Looking for a place for event celebration or marriage
reception in a beautiful atmosphere??? The right place
with an excellent landscape having water fountain,
a very large lawn area big enough to entertain
more than 800 guests. It was created to provide
convenient, smart & value for money services. Our
exceptional venue will transform your special day
into a one-of-a-kind celebration that is both modern
& timeless.
Tourist Places around Resort
The guests can go around with wide range of choices for
tourist destinations. JP Resort is at the center surrounded
with various Pilgrim places like Mata na Madh and
Narayan Sarovar, nature lovers can go for bird watching
at Chari Dhandh and Fossils park, options to go high on
hills are of Dhinodhar and Kala Dungar, the area is also
near to the village Nirona famous for handicraft work
and copper bells. The famous white desert at Dhordo is
the Hot Spot destination for all people visiting kutch.
You can experience variety of destinations as per your
taste. JP Resort provides with variety of tour packages
and would be pleased to show you around the beauty and
uniqueness of Kutch. The details could be collected from
our desk.
Craft Shop
It would always be worthwhile to be able to carry some
memorable things for friends and collect some memories
for yourself. The craft shop offers wide range of hand made
products made in Kutch. The skills and art of Kutch has
been famous worldwide; we provide you with some of the
most finest and authentic products to help you take back a
little beauty of Kutch.

